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Abstract

Low-income countries (LICs) and lower-middle-income countries (LMICs) are still deprived of the optimum doses of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) vaccines for their population, equal access and distribution, as well as mass immunization roadmaps to be implemented for achieving herd immunity and protection from the ongoing pandemic. In this short report, we are interacting with the world public health experts, as well as national and global leaders for warranting the mass vaccination drive to be more progressive against COVID-19 with equitable access of vaccines to LICs or LMICs to save the lives of the poorest country people and refugees. From several scientific databases, such as Google Scholar, PubMed, as well as national and international news websites, the data were collected data by utilizing appropriate keywords regarding the topic. Bangladesh might be exemplified in this brief communication as the representative of LMIC. As of October 14, 2021, 48% of the world's people have received at least one dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. In contrast, only 2.5% of people from LICs have come in under COVID-19 vaccination for at least a single shot. Both LICs and LMICs need far more vision and ambition, including political, administrative, and diplomatic progress along with enhancing the vaccination drive for their population to be immunized through simultaneous mass vaccination progress of other countries with implementing public health safety measures against the COVID-19 pandemic.
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1. Introduction

Since March 8, 2020, Bangladesh, the representative of a lower-middle-income country (LMIC), has been experiencing the adverse effects of severe acute respiratory coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection that caused the catastrophic coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic worldwide (1, 2). As of October 15, 2021, the country witnessed 1.56 million cumulative infected cases with 27,737 deaths due to this deadly viral outbreak, while nearly 240 million confirmed COVID-19 cases and 4.9 million deaths had been reported worldwide (3). Utilizing several vaccine platforms and high advancements in science led to the current availability of few of the COVID-19 vaccines with varied efficacies and protection levels in vaccinated people, while other vaccines are under
clinical trials, and presently vaccine drive is progressively moving ahead across many countries to vaccinate more significant proportions of their population at the earliest feasible time (4-7). Several drugs, therapies, immunomodulatory agents, and supportive therapies are also being employed in emergency purposes to alleviate the clinical severity and lessening death rates in COVID-19 patients; however, any effective drugs and treatments are still awaited, though continuous research and trials are being performed to find out the choice of the therapeutic module (8-13).

Seeing the continued ongoing threats of the COVID-19 pandemic waves, some challenges are needed to be handled appropriately, including the development of more efficacious vaccines, addressing concerning safety issues of post-vaccination adverse effects, breaking vaccine hesitancy, diplomacy and equitable access to all the countries, ramping up vaccine production, affordability and deployment, designing strategies to tackle the threats being posed by emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants and mutants on vaccine efficacy, checking vaccine breakthrough events with vaccinated people getting infected with the virus or its variants, and enhancing global vaccination drive to the optimum desired levels of achieving herd immunity and protecting the global population against COVID-19 (14-23). This study has briefly pointed out several potential factors, including hesitancy towards the COVID-19 vaccine, which might be the barrier to mass vaccination during the current COVID-19 pandemic situation in many low-income (LICs) and middle-income countries or lower-middle countries (LMICs), such as Bangladesh. In addition, a tentative roadmap and several practical recommendations were reported to properly achieve the mass vaccination drive by subduing its potential challenges in LICs and LMICs.

2. Materials and Methods

Several electronic scholarly databases, such as Google Scholar, Semantic Scholar, PubMed, Science Direct, Springer Link, Scopus, and Europe PMC, have been searched utilizing several keywords, alone or in combination, including “COVID-19 pandemic”, “COVID-19 vaccine”, “low-income countries (LICs)”, “lower-middle-income countries (LMICs)”, “mass vaccination”, “mass immunization”, “herd immunity”, “vaccine hesitancy”, “vaccination challenges”, “vaccine affordability”, and “Bangladesh” to find out the relevant articles regarding the topic. Several national and international news websites were also utilized to collect the data or information. The data published from the last end of 2020 to September 2021 were scrutinized and finalized for writing this scientific report.

3. Results

3.1. Vaccine Hesitancy and Herd Immunity Status in LMICs

Amid the ongoing global COVID-19 vaccination drive efforts, safe and effective vaccines must be required broadly for all age groups to substantially reduce the mortality and morbidity from this deadly SARS-CoV-2 infection. In addition, there should be equitable access to the vaccine to all the nations and for all classes of people, including health workers, to ascertain mass immunological protection levels for a majority of the population to restrain the further spread of this pandemic virus and also protect non-vaccinated people via achieving herd immunity (24-26).

In this regard, vaccine hesitancy was a prime concern to inoculate mass people at the community level for achieving indirect immunity, which is required to save the most vulnerable people (15). The most common attributing factor for this unwillingness to vaccination is the adverse effects of vaccines. However, this hesitancy is overcome through a vaccination campaign with a clear message towards the general population highlighting the safety and efficacy of the vaccines, aiding to achieve a successful global COVID-19 vaccination campaign to counter the ongoing pandemic (15).

The vaccine acceptance rate is significantly higher in LICs and middle-income countries (80.3%), compared
to the developed countries (64.6% and 30.4% for the United States of America and Russia, respectively) (27). In the meantime, the vaccine shortage and distribution inequality have crucially risen to concern levels for LMICs. Based on several parameters, such as varying environmental, biological, social, and behavioral factors, the exact threshold level of herd immunity against COVID-19 is less understood for many LMICs, including Bangladesh. At the same time, the global data demonstrate the ceiling values between 55% and 82% of the total population (28,29). Recently, one forecasting study on fully vaccinated people keeping in view future vaccination rates, pointed out that many countries are still far away from achieving desired levels of herd immunity that are needed to render complete protection and slow down or check the ongoing spread of COVID-19. Accordingly, worldwide vaccination campaigns must be progressively enhanced to high levels along with tackling various challenges posed and adopting the recommended prevention and control strategies to fight against COVID-19 (30-32).

Since the emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants and mutants are leading to a rapid surge of COVID-19 cases while posing threats on the vaccine efficacy of the available SARS-CoV-2 vaccines with providing varying degrees of protection levels, including lower efficacy being reported, modifications in such vaccines or designing newer vaccines may be possibly required under the events of some emerging variants possessing higher virulence and lethality, as well as potential to spread more rapidly (16,18, 21, 33-35).

3.2. COVID-19 Vaccination and Early Experiences

To battle against the COVID-19 pandemic, recently, several vaccine candidates got emergency use authorization and are being used across the globe. Bangladesh commenced a priority-based COVID-19 vaccination program on February 7, 2021 (36). Initially, though the country launched the mass vaccination program impressively, the government failed to continue due to the export prohibition of the COVISHIELD vaccine manufactured by the Serum Institute of India (SII) in collaboration with Oxford-AstraZeneca. Till October 13, 2021, the country has administered near 56 million doses (33.51 per 100 people) of the COVID-19 vaccine (37). However, the infection rate of this virus is not still negligible rather than resurfing with tremendous spreading capacity in so many LMICs, and limited triumph was observed in impeding the community transmission chain in the achievement of herd immunity against the delta variant of the virus (1, 38). The delta variant of concern has already deduced 10%-13% and 16% efficacy of BNT162b2 and ChAdOx1 vaccines, respectively (39).

There were numerous projected obstacles and challenges for LMICs to get inoculated against COVID-19 before 2023. In such circumstances, LMICs necessitate some exceptional and realistic strategies to subdue these hindrances and hurdles to execute a successful mass vaccination against COVID-19. A long-term solution to the current pandemic and several clinical and socio-economic benefits will appear through rational mass immunization.

The plan of actions or policies of the two early successful vaccination programs in Bangladesh might be helpful for authorities to comprehend the gravity and emergency preparedness for quick and efficient rollout attributed to a mass inoculation program against COVID-19. One was an impressive tetanus toxoid immunization, which augmented around 11 times higher by only 10 years (1984 to 1994: 6% vs. 67%), and complete protection among children of 12-23 months old increased from an insignificant percentage to almost 60% (40). On the other hand, the country's most prominent public health milestone was to sustain the nationwide expanded program on immunization, and a polio-free nation's declaration by the regional certification committee of the World Health Organization (WHO) South Asian region in 2014 (41). These preceding accomplishments and experiences might be helpful appliances in the ahead of the mass vaccination programs.
3.3. Affordability and Challenges

Undoubtedly, the vital and most prominent challenges for a resource-constrained country are to ascertain enough doses of safe and effective vaccines and abundance immunization at the community level. Apart from these, having approved vaccines is not capacious to attain the minimum threshold of herd immunity against the COVID-19 pandemic globally due to several drawbacks of development and large-scale production, pricing affordability, appropriate allocation, and deployment with public confidence and trust (22, 28).

In addition, the inadequate and fragile healthcare infrastructure and information management may jeopardize the fast-track vaccination for LMICs, including Bangladesh, one of the most vulnerable countries in this case (42, 43). However, the government of Bangladesh has the promised distribution of COVID-19 vaccines to all citizens free of cost after procurement from several vaccine-producing companies. Furthermore, under the COVAX (COVID-19 vaccine and global access) facility, a task force for equitable distribution of COVID-19 vaccines worldwide initiatives by Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization, Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations, and WHO, Bangladesh will get 20% immunization for high-risk group people (22).

In the meantime, apart from the Oxford-AstraZeneca, Bangladesh has approved several more vaccines, such as China's Sinopharm and Sinovac, Russia's Sputnik V, US's Pfizer-bioNTech, as well as Johnson and Johnson (single dose) vaccines for emergency use against COVID-19. The country has also already received some Pfizer-BioNTech and Sinopharm vaccines shipments following an influential diplomatic relationship and administrative process with the vaccine producer countries (44).

Vaccine unwillingness was obvious in several countries during the inception phase of the current mass vaccination program against COVID-19. Little knowledge of immunization and the lack of mass campaigns might be prominent reasons behind the skepticism. In this regard, the dominant groups are female and geriatric patients (27). Additionally, propaganda and infodemics about the adverse effects of COVID-19 vaccines had worsened the situation of hesitation (45). Although this reluctance behavior has lessened, and people are now enthused to accept vaccines, it is still one of the major concerning factors due to the vaccine coverage inequality. The city area has the privileged availability of vaccines; in contrast, most of the rural areas are still deprived of this facility. The economical minority is also a huge problem as they are not much concerned about the health and precautionary measures against COVID-19. Many LMICs stand last in vaccine coverage as the number of people having both doses is not very poor so far. The younger generation is still deprived of even the first dose as citizens below age 25 years are not allowed to register for vaccines to date in many LMICs (45).

Moreover, most of the preeminent COVID-19 vaccines, such as Pfizer (-70°C), Moderna (-20°C), and Gamaleya (-18°C) demand more fastidious maintenance though luckily, Sinopharm, Johnson, and AstraZeneca vaccines require cheaper governance that can efficiently be stored in fridges at 2-8°C (22). In order to tackle the potential cold chain error and shipping hassle that is one of the biggest challenges, Bangladeshi experts in partnership with the United Kingdom Research and Innovation are struggling to develop a blueprint and model for effective nationwide vaccine freight (46).

4. Recommendations

Although the rollout of quick vaccination induces a beacon of hope, the infection rate keeps escalating steadily in so many LMICs and refugees (47). Unforeseen adverse reactions and new virulent variants as of SARS-CoV-2 genome mutation could bring a terrifying consequence by thwarting vaccines' efficacy. However, several instructions and effective guidelines were illustrated in figure 1, which might be recommended at this current stage for resource-
constraint countries. First, safe and effective vaccines should rapidly be procured through a smooth and sustainable diplomatic and administrative process. Second, cold chain management must be ensured for appropriate storage to maintain the stability and efficacy of the vaccines. Concurrency, equitable distribution and deployment of countryside vaccination after securing the availability of the vaccines need to be expedited based on several unanimous implications, such as a strict priority list to quickly inoculate the highest risky population. In contrast, previous immunization experiences and proactive public awareness might mitigate vaccine hesitancy among general people and the health community, accelerating the proper vaccination program countrywise. Cultural, social, or political leaders might be enlisted with the medical and health workers in formulating a national messaging community to generate and spread urgent public health campaigns with accessible vibes and venues. Finally, the WHO recommended post-vaccination routine surveillance, citing potential adverse effects, particularly in older-aged recipients with comorbidities, which require be carefully realizing and executing countrywide in a part of successful immunization against COVID-19 pandemic (48).

Figure 1. Mass vaccination against COVID-19 pandemic in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs): challenges, recommendations, and impacts. COVID-19 = Coronavirus Disease 2019, WHO = World Health Organization, GAVI = Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization, CEPI = Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations, NGOs = Non-Governmental Organizations.
5. Conclusion

Most of the LICs and LMICs, including Bangladesh, need far more vision and ambition to be immunized through nationwide vaccination. Highly holistic, political, administrative, and diplomatic progress must be required to triumph over the current challenges and implement the stated recommendations for achieving urgent mass vaccination drive successfully for the entire population to terminate the current COVID-19 pandemic soon by achieving desired levels of herd immunity and protection at the earliest time.
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